
mnubo is an Internet of Things (IoT) company, providing Data Analytics solutions for connected 
Product Manufacturers and Service Providers. mnubo extracts business value from Industrial IoT
data by delivering out-of-the-box insights, automated reports and advanced IoT data science. Find 
out more at www.mnubo.com

AUTOMATED CONDITION MONITORING REPORT
A detailed report on the machine health, what are the anomalies and trends, asset 
score etc. – in a periodic, automated report

PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE REPORT
Use data science models to predict machine downtime to schedule proactive 
maintenance, predict time to action for equipment requiring 
replenishment/replacement and other advanced data-enabled features

DIAGNOSTICS AND FAULTS DASHBOARD
Shift away from calendar-based maintenance to condition-based maintenance. 
Determine which equipment has the most faults and alerts, what is the trend over 
time, how does this vary based on the different versions, etc. 

USAGE AND FEATURE TRACKING
What are the most popular features, are my machines being used as expected or 
recommended, how can I focus my R&D spend etc. Enable usage-based business 
models and services

INSTALL BASE ANALYSIS
A executive summary of where equipment is located, how it is they being used and 
how it is performing, aggregate insights and other reports on your install base

CAPACITY AND UTILIZATION TRACKING
Which machines are being used over capacity? Understand multiple machines at a 
single customer site, is there an opportunity to upsell new equipment or replacement 
and other use cases for after-market services

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY DASHBOARD
Regular customizable operational reports for service and support of the OEM to 
reduce truck rolls, what operation insights can the OEM provide the customer to use 
the machinery more efficiently etc. – push actions to CRM and ERP systems

INSIGHTS FOR INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS

mnubo helps manufacturers of industrial equipment and machines extract 
valuable insights from their connected product data by providing automated 
reports and dashboards that help the manufacturer understand product usage, 
performance, failures, operating condition and other critical KPIs.
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